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BANK REVOLVING CREDIT AS A CHANNEL OF MONETARY POLICY
MUJTABA ZIA AND JENNIFER LOGAN
Abstract. This paper investigates the implication of bank revolving credit in the form
of credit card loans as a channel of monetary policy targeting the federal funds rate since
1980. Credit cards have become increasingly popular and a necessity for many transactions
and purchases in the United States. The revolving credit nature of credit card loans makes
them an instant tool for consumer loans that can facilitate consumption. Using instrumental
variable and two-stage least squares (2SLS) methodology, we analyze the implication of credit
card loans to modern monetary policy that targets interest rates.

1. Introduction
In recent decades, “[t]he federal funds rate has emerged as the key target of monetary policy
in the United States.” (Drechsler et al. 2018, 329). Bernanke and Blinder (1992, 917) observe
“the federal funds rate, or perhaps the spread between the funds rate and some other interest
rate is a good indicator of monetary policy.” While interest rates remained the main target of
monetary policy, the …nancial crisis of 2007-2008 compelled major central banks around the
world, especially the Federal Reserve System (the Fed) in the United States, to go beyond
the conventional monetary policies and directly intervene in …nancial markets. To address
the credit crunch and prevent the collapse of certain short-term funding markets such as the
commercial paper and mortgage back securities markets, the Fed became directly involved in
the securities markets. The Fed created a series of unprecedented emergency lending facilities
and auctioned o¤ billions of dollars to target speci…c segments of the …nancial market such
as the commercial paper market, mortgage-backed securities market, and the primary dealer
credit market (Goodfriend 2011; Zia et al. 2018). Nonetheless, interest rates remained the main
policy target of the Fed.
The Fed continues to set target rates for the federal funds rate (henceforth, the fed funds rate)
to in‡uence the cost of loanable funds, and therefore, the state of the economy. Announcements
about the fed funds rate are the most closely watched events regarding the directional targets
of monetary policy. The fed funds rate has ‡uctuated considerably since the 1970s. It increased
from single high-digit percentages in the 1970s to 16%— 17% in the early 1980s and fell again to
low single-digit percentages after the …nancial crisis of 2007— 2008. It reached its lowest level
at 0.07% in the fourth quarter of 2011, excluding the 0.05% level in May of 2020 due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
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Expansionary monetary policy and quantitative easing decrease the cost of borrowing through
decreased interest rates, encouraging investment and/or consumption, increasing aggregate demand, and thus boosting the real economy. The main mechanism through which monetary
policy a¤ects the state of the economy is through aggregate consumption, as it comprises more
than 70% of the gross domestic product (GDP) in the United States1 . In recent decades,
researchers document ine¢ cacies in the transmission of monetary policy. One of the complications that has been overlooked in the process of monetary policy is the rising popularity of
consumer revolving credit in the last few decades. The rising popularity of revolving credit in
the form of credit cards in the past few decades and their readily available credit feature facilitate considerable convenience in transactions and serve as instant loans for consumers. With
the invention of the Internet, point of purchase transactions, automatic dispensing machines,
and online shopping, credit card use has become common practice for U.S. households. These
developments have made credit cards indispensable elements of US household …nancials and
thus an important aspect of household consumption.
Since their introduction in 1951, the use of credit cards has increased by more than 700
times2 . Over the past two decades, credit cards have exponentially become popular and an
important aspect of American household …nancials. In the …rst quarter of 1968, the total
amount of credit card debt outstanding was $1.4 billion. By contrast, the total credit card
debt reached $250.9 billion by the end of 1990 and $1.041 trillion by August 2018, all adjusted
for in‡ation3 . These …gures indicate that credit cards play an important role in households’
purchasing power, enabling them to …nance daily consumption as well as certain durable goods.
Therefore, credit card loans should be considered an integral part of consumption and monetary
policy. The current research literature on monetary policy lacks su¢ cient coverage of credit
card loans. We attempt to …ll this gap in the literature with an empirical investigation of credit
card loans and their implications for monetary policy.
The primary contribution of this paper is an empirical investigation of the responsiveness
of aggregate consumption through the credit card channel in the context of monetary policy
that targets the fed funds rate. Particularly, we study whether changes in the fed funds rate
a¤ect credit card rates and consumer spending …nanced by credit card loans. The secondary
contribution of this paper is identifying one of the reasons for monetary policy ine¢ cacies
documented in the research literature. This extension to the existing monetary policy literature
allows us to observe how household consumption responds to monetary policy that targets the
fed funds rate. It is important for policymakers to understand the implications of monetary
policy e¤orts and the impact those e¤orts might have on the average household consumption
expenditures. It helps policymakers craft more e¤ective monetary policy actions when they aim
to bolster household consumption.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we review the literature
and outline prior research conducted in this area. In sections 3 and 4, we present the data and
methodology. In section 5, we discuss the results, and in section 6, we conclude with a summary
and remarks.
2. Literature Review
2.1. The stance of monetary policy. The primary target of monetary policy in the United
States is the interest rates, particularly, the federal funds rate. The transmission mechanism
through which the Fed aims to in‡uence the state of the economy is the lending channel or
loanable funds market, whereby ‡uctuations in interest rates lead to changes in the cost of
1
The average aggregate consumption as a percentage of GDP is 71.65% based on quarterly data between
1980q1— 2018q4 from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
2
Authors’estimation by dividing the outstanding aggregate credit card debt in August 2018 by the number
in the …rst quarter of 1968. The actual result is approximately 743.57.
3
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System: Statistical Release G.19- Consumer CreditNovember 7, 2018.
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borrowing, investment, savings, and output levels. The lending channel of monetary policy
postulates that when the Fed decreases (increases) interest rates such as the fed funds rate,
the cost of borrowing for banks decreases (increases), and therefore banks tend to lend more
(less) to consumers and a¤ecting levels of consumption. Several studies, including Bernanke
and Gertler (1995), Perez (1998), Bernanke et al. (2005), Stein (2012), Hsing (2014), and Stein
(2021) have developed and explored the literature on the lending channel.
While current monetary policy targets the fed funds rate and is supplemented by unconventional practices, its ultimate purpose is to provide funds to the economy in order to stabilize and/or improve economic conditions by decreasing the cost of borrowing and stimulating
consumption. Monetary actions of the Fed directly and instantly a¤ect the fed funds rate,
in‡uencing the cost of borrowing for banks and …nancial institutions. The cost of borrowing,
however, may not signi…cantly a¤ect households. It is a question of how responsive interest
rates on consumer loans are to monetary policy changes. Given the ratio of revolving consumer debt to total consumer debt of about 26.05% as of December 2019, and credit card debt
comprising approximately 76.76% of the revolving consumer debt4 , the change in the cost of
borrowing through credit cards implies signi…cant implications for monetary policy, especially
when monetary policy e¤orts aim to stimulate consumption in the short run.
One important implication of borrowing through credit cards in the context of monetary
policy is that credit card loans may not respond to monetary policy changes. Credit card rates
and consumer behavior regarding credit cards show dispersions among consumers in the United
States (Stango and Zinman 2016). Credit card rates tend to be irresponsive to other interest
rates ‡uctuations in …nancial markets (Mester 1994; Calem and Mester 1995; Valadkhani et al.
2014; and Agarwal et al. 2018). Credit cards may have a counter, or crowding-out e¤ect, during
adverse credit conditions. During a market downturn, central bank authorities often conduct
expansionary monetary policy and quantitative easing to reduce interest rates, provide liquidity
in credit markets, and increase aggregate consumption. In the US, the Fed has actively used the
fed funds rate as one of its monetary policy tools and set target rates since the 1970s. During
market downturns, the Fed decreases the fed funds rate to provide liquidity and stimulate
the economy. At the same time, credit card companies typically increase credit card rates
and tighten credit card loans to mitigate risk as consumer creditworthiness deteriorates due to
higher unemployment rates or wage cuts. Therefore, consumption through credit cards may
crowd out the e¤ect of an expansionary monetary policy that targets short-term interest rates
in …nancial markets such as the fed funds rate.
Understanding the e¤ectiveness of the monetary policy on aggregate consumption and aggregate demand requires knowing the short-term and long-term consumption elasticity of household consumption to changes in consumer loan rates and the elasticity of consumer loan rates
to changes in the fed funds rate. Theory suggests that when an expansionary monetary policy decreases the fed funds rate, the rate on other funds, particularly on funds available for
consumption in the form of credit card loans should also decrease, resulting in an increase in
demand for consumer credits, and ultimately an increase in aggregate consumption and the
GDP.
In recent years, several studies observe ine¢ cacies in the traditional transmission mechanism
and varying e¤ects on di¤erent banks. Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016) …nd that monetary policy
shocks have smaller e¤ects on output and in‡ation in times of contraction than expansion.
Albertazzi et al. (2021) …nd the transmission is weaker for banks with stronger capital and
4
Authors’ calculation based on the Fed’s Consumer Credit (G.19 data series) and Consumer Loans
data compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System as of December 2019. The
ratio of 26.05% is based on the total revolving credit owned and securitized of $1.092 trillion and total consumer credit owned and securitized of $4.192 trillion. The ratio of 76.76% is based on the outstanding credit card and other revolving plans from all commercial banks, excluding credit card loans
from noncommercial banks such as credit unions or savings and loan institutions. The data was last accessed through https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/TOTALSL, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/REVOLSL, and
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CCLACBW027SBOG on 09/15/2021.
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funding positions than smaller banks with minimal capital holdings. They argue that the
ultra-low interest rates during economic downturns add to the ine¢ cacy of monetary policy.
The near-zero interest rates during the …nancial crisis of 2007-2008 compelled many central banks to resort to unconventional monetary policies such as quantitative easing, forward
guidance, direct asset purchases, and auctioning o¤ term loans. The unconventional policies
are based on the view that frictions in credit markets create additional channels to in‡uence
aggregate demand using processes involving bank lending as well as e¤ects on the balance
sheets of …rms and/or households. This credit channel of monetary policy alters the amount of
credit households and …rms have access to, thus leading to ‡uctuations in overall spending and
investment.
2.2. Synthesis of empirical research in the …eld. Perhaps the most prominent departure
from conventional monetary policies was the creation of emergency lending facilities of the Fed
during the …nancial crisis of 2007-2008. Zia (2014) studies the emergency lending facilities of
the Fed during the …nancial crisis of 2007-2008 and …nds that the Fed created seven unprecedented emergency lending facilities and provided a cumulative $7.77 trillion to the US …nancial
system. Both the scope and the amount of unconventional loans were unprecedented. Salachas
et al. (2017) document that unconventional monetary policy e¤orts, such as asset purchases,
were more e¤ective than conventional initiatives and helped to restore the bank-lending channel following the Great Recession of 2007-2008. Kuttner (2018) and Ippolito et al. (2018)
…nd that unconventional policy e¤orts were successful in lowering long-term interest rates and
that these observed rate reductions in‡uenced spending decisions of households and …rms, as
well as lending decisions of …nancial institutions. Laine (2021) supplements Kutner (2018) and
Ippolito et al. (2018) studies and …nds that unconventional monetary policy e¤orts increased
credit o¤erings to non-…nancial institutions, but had insigni…cant e¤ects on loans for household consumption. Afonso and Sousa-Leite (2019) and Albertazzi et al. (2021) observe that
unconventional monetary policy e¤orts were transmitted more by banks with relatively strong
capital and funding positions, suggesting that banks’lending responses were largely a¤ected by
balance sheet constraints.
Other studies investigate the e¤ects of monetary policy on household consumption. Auclert
(2019) demonstrates the role of various redistribution channels and how those channels a¤ect
consumption through monetary policy e¤orts. He observes large and heterogeneous marginal
propensities to consume and attributes them to household balance sheets. This result supports
several earlier studies observing heterogeneity in consumption and income responses among
households (Ekici and Dunn 2010; Meier and Springer 2010; Shen and Giles 2006; Souleles
2004; Telyukova 2013). Other studies such as Brady (2011), Coibion et al. (2017), Guerrieri and
Lorenzoni (2017), and Holm et al. (2020) …nd monetary policy shocks to have signi…cant and
persistent e¤ects on income and consumption inequality, particularly for low-income households,
which dilute the desired e¤ect of monetary policies.
The literature documents ine¢ cacies in monetary policy in recent decades but falls short of
identifying the causes. The diminished e¢ cacy in the lending channel of monetary policy may
be due to developments and innovations in consumer loan products such as credit card loans
in the past couple of decades. Credit cards serve as instant loans or a method of borrowing
with pre-determined interest rates. One important implication of borrowing through credit
cards in the context of monetary policy is that the revolving nature of credit card loans may
not respond to monetary policy due to the stickiness of credit card interest rates. Gross and
Souleles (2002) …nd that cardholders are more responsive to an increase in their credit limit,
but observed that decreases in credit card rates were ine¤ective in changing consumer behavior.
These results suggest the revolving nature of credit card loans may not respond to monetary
policy e¤orts due to the stickiness of credit card interest rates. Calem and Mester (1995)
study credit card interest rates and consumer behavior in the United States. Their …ndings
suggest a relative stickiness or downward rigidity of credit card interest rates. Several studies
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support the stickiness of credit card interest rates, observing that credit cardholders are not
very responsive to changes in credit card interest rates (Stavins 2000; Yu et al. 2003; Telyukova
2013; Valadkhani et al. 2014).
The stickiness of credit card interest rates complicates the implication of monetary policy
through the credit card channel. The investigation of how credit card utilization, as a means
of consumer spending, reacts to the fed funds rate ‡uctuations will shed light on the e¢ cacy
of monetary policy and its in‡uence on household consumptions expenditures. The purpose of
this paper is to discuss various complications that credit cards may introduce to the e¢ cacy of
monetary policy.
3. Data Description
Data for the federal funds rate, consumer price index (CPI), saving rate, and disposable
income comes from the Economic Research Division of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Data about consumer revolving credit balances, non-revolving credit balances, as well as total
balances, are obtained from the statistical releases of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System and its triennial Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF) reports, the G.19 data
series5 . While data on the fed funds rate, consumer price index (CPI), and disposable income
are available for many decades, data on consumer credit cards and total debt balances are
available since 19686 . However, it is not until the 1980s that revolving credits in the form of
credit cards became common. Therefore, we use the data from the …rst quarter of 1980 to the
last quarter of 2018. Our dataset consists of 152 quarterly observations.
Quarterly data on credit card interest rates are available since the last quarter of 1994.
Therefore, wherever we use credit card interest rates in our analysis, we limit our models to
quarterly data since the last quarter of 1994.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Variables
Variables
Obs
Mean
Std.Dev.
Min
Max
Revcc
152
614.521
287.591
135.851
1018.389
f f rate
152
4.810
4.087
0.070
17.780
ccrate
93
13.570
1.474
11.820
16.140
cc f f spread 93
10.993
1.415
7.81
14.13
srate
152
6.503
2.328
2.200
12.400
nonrevcc
152 1297.111
490.572
697.530
2415.174
di
152 8483.012 2561.786 4523.133
12827.330
GDP
152 11694.450 3332.793 6382.892
17371.850
unemp
152
5.355
0.469
4.614
6.210
cci
152
86.569
12.677
52.700
112.000
Notes:
T h e va ria b le s a re o u tsta n d in g q u a rte rly b a la n c e o f re vo lv in g c re d it in b illio n s (R e vc c ), ave ra g e fe d e ra l fu n d s ra te
in p e rc e nta g e (¤ra te ), ave ra g e c re d it c a rd inte re st ra te in p e rc e nta g e (c c ra te ), th e sp re a d b e tw e e n c re d it c a rd
ra te a n d fe d e ra l fu n d s ra te (c c -¤ sp re a d ), sav in g ra te a s p e rc e nta g e o f d isp o sa b le in c o m e (sra te ), n o n -re vo lv in g
c o n su m e r c re d it b a la n c e in b illio n s (n o n re vc c ), d isp o sa b le in c o m e in b illio n s (d i), G D P in b illio n s, u n e m p loy m e nt
ra te (u n e m p ) a n d c o n su m e r c o n …d e n c e in d e x (c c i).
O b se rva tio n s a re fro m th e 1 9 8 0 q 1 to 2 0 1 8 q 4 , e x c e p t fo r th e c re d it c a rd ra te , w h ich is ove r 1 9 9 4 q 4 -2 0 1 8 q 4 .
R e vo lv in g c o n su m e r c re d it, n o n -re vo lv in g c o n su m e r c re d it, d isp o sa b le in c o m e , a n d G D P a re in 2 0 0 9 d o lla rs. T h e
c o n su m e r c o n …d e n c e in d e x is se t a s 1 9 6 6 q 1 = 1 0 0 . A ll d a ta a re fro m th e Fe d e ra l R e se rve B a n k o f S t. L o u is.

4. Methodology
Since the variables in our analysis are time-series in nature, we test them …rst for stationarity
utilizing Dickey-Fuller tests and modify the variables to make them stationary when needed
5
Survey of Consumer Finances is a report released every three years. The next data release is scheduled for
2022. As a result, we limited our analysis to the years prior to 2019.
6
This is perhaps credit cards were not popular before 1968, given that Charge Card (which evolved to the
current Master Card) was introduced in 1966.
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such as taking their lag-di¤erences, percentage change, or natural logs where appropriate. We
also realize that the fed funds rate as one of the monetary policy tools is determined by the
Federal Reserve System based on market conditions such as the unemployment rate, growth of
GDP, or consumer con…dence index (CCI)7 . Therefore, the fed funds rate may be an endogenous
variable causing endogeneity problems in ordinary least square (OLS) regressions. To address
this problem, we utilize instrumental variables and estimate our models using a two-stage least
square (2SLS) model where the fed funds rate is the instrumented (endogenous) variable. We
set the following model to test bank revolving credit response to the fed funds rate:
Revcci =

0

+

1

f f\
ratedi +

2 sratedi

+

3 lognonrevcci

+

4 logdii +

"i ;

(1)

for i =1980q1-2018q4.
The fed funds rate is our instrumented variable and is estimated as:
f f ratedi =

0

+

1 gdpi 1

+

2 unempi 1

+

3 ccii 1 +

ui ;

where:
Revcci : In‡ation-adjusted change in revolving consumer credit balance in billions, in 2009
dollars
f f ratei : The change in fed funds rate over the previous quarter
f f\
ratedi : The …tted fed funds rate
sratei : The change in savings rate over the previous quarter
lognonrevcci 1 : Logarithm of outstanding non-revolving consumer credit balance in the
previous quarter in billions, in 2009 dollars8
logdii : The natural log of disposable income in billions, in 2009 dollars
1 gdpi 1 : GDP growth rate in the previous quarter
2 unempi 1 : The unemployment rate in the previous quarter
3 ccii 1 : Consumer con…dence index in the previous quarter
"i and ui : The error terms.
The variable of interest in Model (1) is the fed funds rate coe¢ cient ( 1 ). A negative and
signi…cant coe¢ cient would mean that when the fed funds rate is set lower by the Fed to
decrease the cost of borrowing and stimulate the economy. A negative coe¢ cient implies the
e¤ectiveness of monetary policy through the bank revolving credit (credit cards) channel. A
positive and signi…cant coe¢ cient would imply the crowding-out e¤ect of the credit card channel
on monetary policy targeting the fed funds rate. When the fed funds rate is set lower, consumers
spend less through the credit card channel and thereby crowding out the e¤ect of monetary
policy. An insigni…cant coe¢ cient would imply diminished e¢ cacy of monetary policy through
the credit card channel.
In Model (2) below, we incorporate the interest rate on credit cards to Model (1) to control
for the rates on credit card loans and test credit card loans’response to credit card rates.
Revcci =

0

+

1

f f\
ratedi +

2 ccratedi

+

3 sratedi

+

4 lognonrevcci

+

5 logdii +

"i ; (2)

for i =1994q1-2018q4.
Like in Model 1, the fed funds rate (f f rated) is the instrumented variable and estimated based
on lags of the GDP growth rate, unemployment rate, and consumer con…dence index. The
7 While monetary policy is set through deliberations in the Federal Open Market Committee of the Fed and
is mostly discretionary, a non-discretionary approach proposed by John Taylor (1993), which is known as the
Taylor Rule, can bring insight to the endogeneity discussion.
8 The non-revolving credit balance in the previous quarter is a control variable accounting for the indebtedness
of consumers that may limit consumers’willingness or ability to utilize credit card loans. A better control variable
for their ability to utilize credit card loans is perhaps the FICO credit score for individuals. However, the focus
of this research is not on individual determinants of credit card use, but on aggregate levels of credit card loans
in response to fed funds rate as the monetary policy target.
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variable ccratei is the change in credit card interest rate in quarter i from the previous quarter.
All other variables are as de…ned before.
The variables of interest in Model (2) are the fed funds rate and credit card interest rate
coe¢ cients, 1 and 2 , respectively. As in Model (1), 1 would test credit card loan response
to the fed funds rate changes but unlike in Model (1), it takes into account the credit card
interest rate changes. 2 tests for the responsiveness of credit card loans to ‡uctuations in the
credit card interest rate. A statistically signi…cant 2 would indicate that consumption through
credit card loans responds to credit card interest rate ‡uctuations. An insigni…cant 2 would
indicate irresponsive consumption through the credit card channel to credit card interest rate
changes.
A further question arises whether consumers’credit card use is correlated with the general
level of credit card interest rates relative to the fed funds rate. For instance, the spread between
credit card interest rates and the fed funds rate could be relatively high (low) when the fed
funds rate is low (high). The spread between credit card rates and the fed funds rate, therefore,
can capture the relative ‡uctuations in credit card interest rates. To test whether credit card
loans respond to the spread between the credit card interest rate and the fed funds rate, we set
the following model:
Revcci =

0

+

1

f f\
ratedi +

2 ccf f i

+

3 sratedi

+

4 lognonrevcci

+

5 logdii +

"i ;

(3)

for i =1994q1-2018q4.
The variable ccrf f i is the quarterly spread between the consumer credit card rate and the fed
funds rate. All the other variables are as previously de…ned.
4.1. Robustness Checks. For robustness purposes, we utilize three approaches and retest our
models. First, we test whether the results change during …nancial crises. Second, we employ
robust standard errors to account for possible heteroscedasticity, and third, we run the models
for periods of pre-…nancial crisis of 2007— 2008 (pre-Great Recession) and post-Great Recession
to test for possible shifts in consumers’approach to revolving credits and credit card loans.
The credit trap hypothesis developed by Benmelech and Bergman (2012) states that under certain circumstances, such as during a …nancial crisis, monetary policy e¤ectiveness may
become limited. Consumers may …nd themselves unable to take advantage of economic opportunities or increase their credit card balances when interest rates decrease during an economic
downturn or …nancial crisis. Consumer behavior during a crisis may di¤er signi…cantly from
non-crisis periods. To test whether consumers’consumption through revolving credit changes
signi…cantly during a …nancial crisis from non-crisis periods in response to interest rate changes,
we retest Model (1) and (2) for crisis periods versus non-crisis periods. We use the National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) classi…cation of …nancial crises to identify crisis periods
since 19809 . We report the results for the crisis versus non-crisis periods along with each other
for easy comparison. We also use a dummy-variable approach to test whether any structural
change in consumer behavior regarding credit card loans is signi…cant during a …nancial crisis.
Since interest rates, in general, have ‡uctuated considerably since the 1980s, we may have a
shift in the variances of our variables. Therefore, we may have a heteroscedasticity problem in
our analysis. To account for such a problem, we use robust standard errors in our estimations.
The Great Recession of 2007— 2008 and its aftermath regulations such as the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) brought about awareness
in consumers regarding credit card loans. One of the major changes in the credit card industry
has been the explicit disclosure of interest rates, fees, and dollar amounts of interest charges
in credit card statements. The act, along with disclosure requirements, may have a¤ected
consumer tendencies to use credit card loans. To check for possible shifts in consumer behavior
regarding credit cards loans, we retest Model (1) and (2) for two sub-periods, the pre-Great
9 The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) classi…cation of …nancial crises in the U.S. since 1980
includes the following periods: 1980q1, 1981q1-1982q1, 1989q3-1990q4, 2000q4-2001q2, and 2007q3-2009q1.
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Recession, and the post-Great Recession. We de…ne the pre-Great Recession period from the
…rst quarter of 1980 to the last quarter of 2006 and the post-Great Recession period from the
last quarter of 2009 to the last quarter of 201810 .
Part 1. Results and Discussion
Estimated results do not show a signi…cant correlation between bank revolving credit and
‡uctuations in the fed funds rate. Additionally, the results do not vary signi…cantly from the
pre-Great Recession period to the post-Great Recession period. Table 2 presents the results
from Model (1).
The table presents two-state least squares (2SLS) regression results for Model (1): Revcci =
\
0 +
1 f f ratedi + 2 sratedi +
3 lognonrevcci +
4 logdii + "i , for i=1980q1-2018q4, where
the federal funds rate (¤rated) is the instrumented variable and estimated based on lags of GDP
growth rate, unemployment rate, and consumer con…dence index: f f ratedi = 0 + 1 gdpi 1 +
2 unempi 1 +
3 ccii 1 + ui . Revcci is the quarterly change in revolving consumer credit
balance in billions; f f ratedi is the quarterly change in the federal funds rate; sratedi is the
quarterly change in saving rate; lognonrevcci is the logarithm of non-revolving consumer credit
balance in billions; logdii is the log of disposable income levels in billions; "i and ui are the error
terms. The crises periods refer to the periods when the U.S. economy was in recession according
to the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). These periods include 1980q1, 1981q11982q1, 1989q3-1990q4, 2000q4-2001q2 and 2007q3-2009q1. All data are from the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis. All variables in dollars are in real terms adjusted to 2009 dollars.
Table 2: Model (1) Regression Results
All periods
Non-crises periods
Crises periods
Variables
Coe¢ cients P-Values Coe¢ cients P-Values Coe¢ cients P-Values
f f\
rated
4.621
0.087
5.401
0.070
0.951
0.916
srated
0.314
0.782
-0.596
0.644
2.154
0.709
lognonrevcc
-11.434
0.180
-8.091
0.360
-61.894
0.502
logdi
4.665
0.639
-1.509
0.888
63.060
0.488
cons
44.545
0.229
76.073
0.072
-122.648
0.473
N
151
129
21
F-statistic
7.01***
0.0000
7.02***
0.0000
1.73
0.187
R-squared
0.2569
0.2889
0.4820
Adjusted R2
0.2203
0.2477
0.2031
L e g e n d : * fo r 5 % , * * fo r 1 % a n d * * * fo r 0 .1 % sig n i…c a n c e le ve ls.

The coe¢ cient for the fed funds rate ( 1 ) for the period 1980q1— 2018q4 is 4.621 but not
statistically signi…cant at 5% level. It implies that quarterly change in revolving credit balance
or consumption through credit card loans is irresponsive to changes in the fed funds rate, the
primary target of the Federal Reserve System when conducting monetary policy. The coe¢ cient
remains statistically insigni…cant during both crises and non-crises periods. The insigni…cant
coe¢ cient implies that bank revolving credit generally does not respond to the fed fund rates
either during …nancial crises or during normal economic conditions.
While the results of Model (1) provide insight into the relationship of revolving credit and
the fed funds rate since 1980, it does not control for credit card interest rate ‡uctuations. Model
(2) controls for the ‡uctuations in credit card rates and Table 3 presents the results.
The table presents two-state least squares (2SLS) regression results for Model (2): Revcci =
\
0 +
1 f f ratedi + 2 ccratedi + 3 sratedi +
4 lognonrevcci +
5 logdii + "i , for i=1994q12018q4, where the federal funds rate (¤rated) is the instrumented variable and estimated based
10 Based on the NBER classi…cation, the Great Recession o¢ cially started in the third quarter of 2007 and
ended in the …rst quarter of 2009. To avoid any contamination e¤ect from the Great Recession, we set the
pre-Great Recession and post-Great Recession periods two quarters away from the Great Recession period.
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on lags of GDP growth rate, unemployment rate, and consumer con…dence index: f f ratedi =
0 +
1 gdpi 1 +
2 unempi 1 +
3 ccii 1 + ui . Revcci is the quarterly change in revolving
consumer credit balance in billions; f f ratedi is the quarterly change in the federal funds rate;
sratedi is the quarterly change in saving rate; lognonrevcci is the logarithm of non-revolving
consumer credit balance in billions; logdii is the log of disposable income levels in billions; "i
and ui are the error terms. The crises periods refer to the periods since 1994 when the U.S.
economy was in recession according to the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER).
These periods include two recessions: 2000q4-2001q2 and 2007q3-2009q1. All data are from the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. All variables in dollars are in real terms adjusted to 2009
dollars.
Table 3: Model (2) Regression Results
All periods
Non-crises periods
Crises periods
Variables
Coe¢ cients P-Values Coe¢ cients P-Values Coe¢ cients P-Values
f f\
rated
-4.065
0.525
28.443
0.242
3.615
0.811
ccrated
6.674
0.168
-0.570
0.956
-6.929
0.472
srated
2.213
0.121
1.087
0.526
7.838
0.313
lognonrevcc 126.157***
0.000
157.467***
0.000
622.254
0.135
logdi
-233.452***
0.000
-288.442***
0.000
-886.309
0.111
cons
123.232***
0.000
1506.055***
0.000
3641.781
0.087
N
92
82
10
F-statistic
76.12***
0.0000
7.41***
0.0000
1.01
0.6507
R-squared
0.371
0.4482
0.8900
Adjusted R2
0.3106
0.3877
0.0104
L e g e n d : * fo r 5 % , * * fo r 1 % a n d * * * fo r 0 .1 % sig n i…c a n c e le ve ls.

Table 3 shows the coe¢ cient results of -4.065 and 6.674 for the fed funds rate and credit
card rate for all periods. The coe¢ cients are not signi…cant at all. The coe¢ cients for the nonrevolving credit balance and disposable income are statistically signi…cant at the 0.1% level
for the non-crises periods. The results imply that credit card loans respond neither to the fed
funds rate nor to credit card rates. Rather, credit card loans seem to be determined by the
outstanding non-revolving credit balance and disposable income during non-crises periods only.
During …nancial crises, however, none of the variables signi…cantly explains the ‡uctuations in
credit card loans. The unresponsiveness of credit card loans during …nancial crises supports the
liquidity trap hypothesis.
We also test whether there is a structural change in revolving credit during …nancial crises.
We utilize a dummy variable approach and retest Model (1), Model (2), and Model (3) by
setting a dummy variable for …nancial crises periods. The results indicate that the coe¢ cient
for the crises dummy variable for Model (2) is statistically signi…cant at the 0.1% level with a
p-value of 0.000, while for Model (1) and Model (3) it is not signi…cant at all with p-values of
0.363 and 0.160, respectively. These results from the dummy variable approach are consistent
with the results reported in Table 2 and Table 311 .
The coe¢ cients during crises periods in Table 3 show an interesting result of this study. None
of the coe¢ cients during the …nancial crises period is signi…cant. It implies that consumption
through revolving credit is determined by other factors than the fed funds rate, credit card
rates, traditional savings rate, outstanding non-revolving credit balance, and disposable income.
One explanation might be the deterioration of consumer con…dence in the economy, which is
implicitly controlled for in our 2SLS model via the fed funds instrumented variable. Another
might be the tightening of credit terms by …nancial institutions. The tightening of credit or other
circumstances prohibiting consumers from utilizing more revolving credits when the Fed sets
11 Other results with a dummy variable approach are not reported as they do not di¤er signi…cantly from
the results presented in Table 2 and Table 3 and may create confusion. Dummy variable results may be directly
requested from the authors.
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interest rates lower supports the credit trap hypothesis. The exact reasons why consumption
through credit cards does not respond to the variables during …nancial crises is a subject beyond
the primary scope of this paper that requires consumer behavior analysis.
The …nancial crisis of 2007— 2008, the Great Recession, brought about major changes in
…nancial markets. One of the changes was the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act. The act mandated …nancial institutions, particularly credit card issuing companies, to disclose clearer information about the term and conditions of credit card loans. For
instance, it mandated the disclosure of the length of time required to pay o¤ revolving loans,
the total interest rate charges during the period, and the amount of savings in interest charges if
consumers made a hypothetical payment more than the minimum required on their statements.
On the other hand, the crisis itself exposed borrowers to the distress of having revolving
credit balances during economic downturns. Lending institutions may also decrease borrowing
limits during economic downturns, creating downward pressure on borrowing activities. Alonso
(2018) shows that a credit crunch produces a more severe drop in consumption when there is
an exogenous decrease in borrowing limits relative to an exogenous increase in interest rates.
Such changes may have shifted consumers’approach to using revolving credit in the aftermath
of the Great Recession, causing shifts in the e¢ cacy of monetary policy targeting the fed funds
rate. To test for this, we retest Model (1) and (2) for the pre-Great Recession and post-Great
Recession periods. Table 4 presents the results.
Table 4. Two-Stage-Least Square (2SLS) Regression Results for Model (1) and
Model (2) for the Pre-Great Recession and Post-Great Recession Periods
Table 4 presents results for Model (1) and Model (2) for pre-Great Recession period (i=1980q12006q4) and post-Great Recession period (i=2009q4-2018q4). Revcci is the quarterly change
in revolving consumer credit balance in billions; f f ratei is the quarterly change in the federal
funds rate; ccratei is the quarterly change in credit card rates; sri is the quarterly change in
saving rate; lognonrevcci is the logarithm of non-revolving consumer credit balance in billions;
logdii is the log of disposable income levels in billions and "i is the error term. All data are
from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. All variables in dollars are in real terms adjusted
to 2009 dollars.
ratedi + 2 sratedi + 3 lognonrevcci + 4 logdii + "i ,
Model (1): Revcci = 0 + 1 f f\
where is the instrumented variable and estimated in the 1st stage of the regression based on
the following model: f f ratedi = 0 + 1 gdpi 1 + 2 unempi 1 + 3 ccii 1 + ui
Panel A: Regression results
Pre-Great Recession
Variables
Coe¢ cients P-Values
f f rated
1.085
0.583
srated
0.243
0.829
lognonrevcc
-17.675*
0.032
logdi
20.619**
0.012
cons
-52.418
0.095
N
48
F-statistic
1.30
0.2583
R-squared
0.0850
Adjusted R2
0.0196

for Model (1)
Post-Great Recession
Coe¢ cients P-Values
-16.780
0.638
0.654
0.579
105.563**
0.013
-67.194
0.585
-173.897
0.840
33
44.27***
0.0000
0.9253
0.9044

L e g e n d : * fo r 5 % , * * fo r 1 % a n d * * * fo r 0 .1 % sig n i…c a n c e le ve ls.

Panel A of Table 4 shows that revolving credit remains irresponsive to changes in the fed funds
rate during both pre- and post-Great Recession periods. Whereas, revolving credit responds
to credit card rate changes in the pre-Great Recession period. The coe¢ cient for the credit
card interest rate (ccrated) is 19.853 and signi…cant at 1% level with a p-value of 0.007 in the
pre-Great Recession period while -8.598 and insigni…cant in the post-Great Recession period.
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This change in the sign and signi…cance of the credit card rate coe¢ cient implies that in the preGreat Recession period, consumers borrowed more whenever credit card interest rates increased,
whereas, in the post-Great Recession period, they borrowed less when credit card interest rates
increased. This result provides further evidence that consumers may have become more aware
of the interest rate charged on their credit cards balances.
Model (2): Revcci = 0 + 1 f f\
ratedi + 2 ccratedi + 3 sratedi + 4 lognonrevcci +
logdi
+
"
where
is
the
instrumented
variable
and estimated in the 1st stage of the regression
i
5
i
based on the following model: f f ratedi = 0 + 1 gdpi 1 + 2 unempi 1 + 3 ccii 1 + ui
Panel B: Regression results
Pre-Great Recession
Variables
Coe¢ cients P-Values
f f rated
-11.323
0.119
srated
19.853**
0.007
ccrated
1.090
0.621
lognonrevcc
-22.561
0.707
logdi
9.581
0.918
cons
84.371
0.843
N
48
F-statistic
3.29**
0.0058
R-squared
0.4026
Adjusted R2
0.2801

for Model (2)
Post-Great Recession
Coe¢ cients P-Values
12.138
0.776
-8.598
0.141
0.582
0.641
130.643**
0.008
-141.746
0.314
333.706
0.732
33
37.83***
0.0000
0.9265
0.9020

L e g e n d : * fo r 5 % , * * fo r 1 % a n d * * * fo r 0 .1 % sig n i…c a n c e le ve ls.

To further investigate whether credit card loans respond to the general level of credit card
rates relative to the fed funds rate during di¤erent sub-periods, we test Model (3) and report
the results in Table 5.
Table 5. Two-Stage-Least Square (2SLS) Regression Results for Model (3) for the
Non-Recession, Recession, Pre-Great Recession, and Post-Great Recession
Periods
Table 5 presents results for Model (3) for non-recession periods since 1994q1, recession periods since 1994q1 (2000q4-2001q2 and 2007q3-2009q1), pre-Great Recession period (i=1980q12006q4) and post-Great Recession period (i=2009q4-2018q4).
\
Model (3): Revcci =
0 +
1 f f ratedi + 2 ccf f i + 3 sratedi +
4 lognonrevcci +
st
logdi
+
E
where
is
the
instrumented
variable
and
estimated
in
the
1
stage
of the regression
i
5
i
based on the following model: f f ratedi = 0 + 1 gdpi 1 + 2 unempi 1 + 3 ccii 1 + ui :
Table 5 (I)
All periods
Non-Recession periods
Recession periods
Variables
Coe¢ cients P-Values Coe¢ cients P-Values Coe¢ cients P-Values
f f rated
-2.744
0.633
17.070
0.287
5.754
0.463
cc f f spread
-5.155***
0.000
-3.269
0.075
-4.715*
0.046
srated
2.065
0.076
1.111
0.426
11.12*
0.045
lognonrevcc
138.936***
0.000
148.180***
0.000
687.185*
0.024
logdi
-235.689***
0.000
-258.494***
0.000
-988.680*
0.018
cons
1214.770***
0.000
1334.865***
0.000
4161.529**
0.012
N
93
83
83
F-statistic
14.88***
0.0000
14.10***
0.0000
9.97
0.2405
R-squared
0.5863
0.6039
0.6039
Adjusted R2
0.5469
0.5611
0.5611
Revcci is the quarterly change in revolving consumer credit balance in billions; f f ratedi is
the quarterly change in federal funds rate; ccrf f i is the quarterly spread between the consumer
credit card rate and the federal funds rate; sratedi is the quarterly change in saving rate;
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lognonrevcci 1 is the logarithm of non-revolving consumer credit balance in billions in the
previous quarter; logdii is the log of disposable income level in billions; and "i and ui are the
error term. All data are from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. All variables in dollars
are in real terms adjusted to 2009 dollars.
Table 5 (II) Pre-Great Recession Period Post-Great Recession Period
Variables
Coe¢ cients
P-Values
Coe¢ cients
P-Values
f f rated
-12.506
0.072
16.261
0.587
cc f f spread
-6.848**
0.010
-9.6534***
0.000
srated
2.0711
0.375
-0.091
0.930
lognonrevcc
52.495
0.469
38.223
0.307
logdi
-114.362
0.311
-10.275
0.920
cons
745.623
0.161
-78.7000
0.912
N
48
33
F-statistic
2.36*
0.0350
37.70***
0.0000
R-squared
0.3206
0.9263
Adjusted R2
0.1847
0.9017
L e g e n d : * fo r 5 % , * * fo r 1 % a n d * * * fo r 0 .1 % sig n i…c a n c e le ve ls.

The coe¢ cient for the credit card rate and the fed funds rate spread (cc-¤ spread) is consistently negative and signi…cant at or less than the 5% signi…cance level. In the pre-Great
Recession period, the coe¢ cient is -6.848 and signi…cant at 1% whereas, in the post-Great
Recession it becomes -9.6534 and signi…cant at 0.1%. This increase in the signi…cance of the
spread further supports the notion that consumers may have become more informed about and
aware of interest rate charges on their credit cards in the post-Great Recession period.
The overall …ndings of this paper indicate that the bank revolving credit in the form of credit
card loans does not generally respond to a monetary policy targeting the fed funds rate but
to the spread between the two interest rates. This interesting result implies that the spread
between revolving consumer credit rates and the fed funds rate is more important in determining
consumption in the context of monetary policy.
5. Summary and Conclusion
The fed funds rate as one of the monetary policy tools and its implications on aggregate
consumption and the state of the economy have been extensively investigated. However, its
implication through the bank revolving credit channel (credit cards channel) has not been
adequately studied. Over the past two decades with the popularity of the Internet, credit cards
have become a major tool utilizing transactions and providing consumers with instant access to
consumer loans. This instant access to consumer loans makes credit cards an important element
in the monetary policy implications. In this paper, we investigated whether bank revolving
credit responds to the fed funds rate or credit card rate ‡uctuations, as well as the spread
of the two rates. We utilized the instrument variables technique and two-stage least squares
(2SLS) methodology to account for endogeneity and possible omitted variable problems. We
also performed tests in di¤erent periods such as during …nancial crises, non-crises, pre-Great
Recession, and post-Great Recession periods.
Our results show that when the Fed targets the fed funds rate as one of its monetary policy
tools, bank revolving credit in the form of credit card loans does not respond to changes in
the fed funds rate, thereby, diminishing the e¢ cacy of the fed funds rate as a monetary policy
tool. We …nd that, in general, credit card loan balances do not respond to the fed funds rate or
credit card rates. Rather, it responds to the spread of credit card rates and the fed funds rate,
especially in the post-Great Recession period. These …ndings imply that the spread between
credit card rates and the fed funds rate is an important element of the credit card channel of
monetary policy rather than the fed funds rate alone.
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This study has four main implications. One implication is that the fed funds rate as a
monetary policy tool does not work e¤ectively through the bank revolving credit channel (credit
cards channel). The second implication is that credit card loans do not respond to credit card
rates. This supports the credit trap hypothesis developed by Benmelech and Bergman (2012).
The third implication is that bank revolving credit balances respond well to the spread between
the credit card rates and the fed funds rate, which implies that consumers take into consideration
the interest rate charged on their credit cards relative to other interest rates, such as the fed
funds rate. The last, but not least, implication is that this paper serves as an empirical study
of the growing credit card popularity and its implication as a channel of monetary policy. The
most important contribution of this paper is that it complements the research literature on
bank revolving credit in the context of monetary policy.
This paper has several shortcomings. For instance, the number of observations is limited
to 151 quarters in Model (1) and 92 quarters in Model (2) and Model (3). This is due to the
nature of a few variables such as GDP and unemployment rates being released quarterly. Also,
no data is available on credit card interest rates before 1994. Another shortcoming of this study
is the lack of explanatory variables capturing consumer behavior pertaining to credit cards use.
A variable capturing marketing expenditures on credit card commercials and solicitations may
also improve this study. General …nancial education of consumers, or their approach to credit
cards, may also be a factor in determining how much credit card or other revolving loans they
use. Such consumer behavioral parameters are important factors determining the use of credit
cards and other revolving loans. However, analyzing consumer behavior pertaining to credit
card use is well beyond the scope and purpose of this paper in which we analyze aggregate bank
revolving credit in the form of credit card balances as a channel of monetary policy targeting
the fed funds rate. Further research on the causes of ine¢ cacies in the transmission mechanism
of monetary policy and the determinants of bank revolving credit would enrich the literature
on this channel of monetary policy. We hope to see more research in this interesting …eld.
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